These essays by leading theorists and researchers in sociocultural, cognitive, developmental, and educational psychology honor the memory of Sylvia Scribner, whose work is recognized by each of the author as germinal to their own thinking. The themes include the relationship between history and culture, the importance of context to thinking, the place of literacy in human activity and thought, and cognition in school and in the workplace. The volume presents applications of activity theory to fundamental issues in human behavior at work, in school, and in problem solving situations, and it analyzes historical–societal processes in science and culture. Scribner’s conviction that science holds a responsibility to human welfare and understanding is carried on in these chapters.
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Series foreword

This series for Cambridge University Press is becoming widely known as an international forum for studies of situated learning and cognition.

Innovative contributions are being made by anthropology, by cognitive, developmental, and cultural psychology, by computer science, by education, and by social theory. These contributions are providing the basis for new ways of understanding the social, historical, and contextual nature of the learning, thinking, and practice emerging from human activity. The empirical settings of these research inquiries range from the classroom, to the workplace, to the high technology office, to learning in the streets and in other communities of practice.

The situated nature of learning and remembering through activity is a central fact. It may appear obvious that human minds develop in social situations, and that they come to appropriate the tools that culture provides to support and extend their sphere of activity and communicative competencies. But cognitive theories of knowledge representation and learning alone have not provided sufficient insight into these relationships.

This series was born of the conviction that new and exciting interdisciplinary syntheses are under way, as scholars and practitioners from diverse fields seek to develop theory and empirical investigations adequate for characterizing the complex relations of social and mental life, and for understanding successful learning wherever it occurs. The series invites contributions that advance our understanding of these seminal issues.

Roy Pea
John Seely Brown
Preface

In the 1980s, as Sylvia Scribner’s research shifted direction from her concern with the influence of literacy on thinking towards the modes of thinking exhibited in different activity contexts, she began planning to integrate her work in a form that would bring together different problem areas. She was looking forward to consolidating what she had learned from the past 10 years of research on learning at work into a book, or books. One idea was to synthesize her ideas in a monograph on activity and development by examining the function of each leading activity in life – play, school, and work. To prepare, she had been reading in the areas of dialectical philosophy, Soviet theory, concept development, play, work studies, and biology.

Her last years of research carried out in the Laboratory for Cognitive Studies of Work were intense, with little opportunity for reflection, and her last illness came on suddenly and lasted a few brief months. Thus, she never had the opportunity to carry out her plan.

At the time of her death in 1991, she had nearly completed two sets of empirical studies, funded by the Spencer Foundation, the National Center for Education and the Economy, and the National Center for Research on Vocational Education. These studies expanded her ideas from earlier research on workplace cognition in a dairy plant, investigating how the introduction of new technologies affected activity and thought in factory settings. Sylvia’s unifying interest, of course, was studying changes in thinking as they relate to changes in work experience. This is a derivation of the fundamental question concerning the relation between culture and cognition, which motivated her work from the time that she began her career in experimental psychology in the 1960s.

Her completed work speaks for itself, and no book could substitute for what she might have produced if she had had the time. But many of those who were close to her at different times and who were influenced
by her thinking wanted to put together a volume that reflected her thinking and the ways in which she influenced the thinking of others.

When Sylvia became ill early in 1991, we informed her that we wanted to produce a volume in her honor. She was pleased, especially since she felt that women scholars are too seldom given such recognition. She had a number of ideas that we have tried to incorporate, and she suggested names of people who might be willing to contribute to such a volume. Each contributor was asked to write an original chapter on a topic that had been a focus of Sylvia’s own thinking at some point in her career. Each chapter reflects the point of view of the writer, as well as the interests and influences of Sylvia’s thought. This is a festschrift by her colleagues; none of the contributors were her students in the usual sense, although all were her students in a deeper sense.

Sylvia’s influence has been great and continues. Two books have been organized in her honor. This first volume is a collection of papers by colleagues in appreciation of her contributions to their own thinking and research. The second volume is a set of selected papers by her. The two volumes offer a fitting testament to a provocative psychologist and citizen of the world.

Laura M. W. Martin
Katherine Nelson
Ethel Tobach
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